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1
ABSTRACT
Though the blues are typically considered one of the few u n iq uely American musical
styles, a g roup of B ritish performers in the 1 960s championed the blues to
mainstream audiences on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean . This essay explores the
jou rney of the b lues from the M ississippi Delta to Ch icago and then across the
Atlantic to England. It examines the various changes the genre u nderwent
throughout this jou rney as wel l as aspects of the blues that remained static. Utilizing
the song "Spoonfu l " as a common thread between these locations, this essay details
how changes in popular opin ion , advancements in tech nology, and sheer force of
wi ll on the part of its devotees broug ht the blues to the forefront of 1 960s popular
music scenes.
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Introduction

Over the first half of the twentieth centu ry, the blues 1 evolved from an isolated
form of folk music into a fu lly established popular genre. Developed across southern
plantations over the latter half of the n ineteenth centu ry, "the b lues" represented a
blend of African and American musical traditions. The term "blues" itself is fairly
broad in scope; initially, the "blues" encompassed a variety of sounds, from field
songs to spirituals. By the 1 950s, however, it was primarily associated with the
twelve-bar b lues form , which served as the skeleton for developing pop ular genres
from rhythm and blues ("R&B") to rock and rol l . The developments over this period
impacted m uch of the Western popular music that followed . In this essay, I wil l follow
one particular path of progression in the genre's development. By fol lowing the
blues' transition from juke joint dance music to rad io rock, I aim to g lean what has
made the blues end u re as a popular genre over the earlier half of the twentieth
centu ry.
In the first section of this essay, I will trace the blues' journey throug h th ree
locales m u sically and social ly integ ral to the genre's development - the Mississippi
Delta , Ch icago, and Englan d . Though these three locations are by no means the
only ones of import, many musicians fol lowed a d i rect trajectory from one to the
next. By tracing their footsteps, one can see the evolution of this art form as it
passed th rough each region. By the 1 920s, the M ississippi Delta was a hotspot for

1 The term "blues" is of indefinite origin and encompasses an incredibly broad range of sounds. Much

like the term "rock music" today, blues meant any number of things. One can simply listen to the vast
difference between W. C. H andy's 19 12 "Memphis Blues" and Blind Lemon Jefferson's 1927 "Match
Box Blues" to recognize that "the blues" is a term often used quite loosely. Really, the primary
similarity between these songs is the inclusion of "blues" in the titles. For the purposes of this essay,
"the blues" refers primarily to the twelve-bar blues form.
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blues music. Farmhands hoping to avoid manual labor picked up g u itars to earn an
easier keep, and the post-World War One m ig ration from the rura l Mississippi Delta
to u rban Ch icago is but one example of farm hands fol lowi ng the perceived promise
of work in the contin u i ng wake of the ind ustrial revolution. Though advancements in
farm ing tech nology m ight have pushed these ind ivid uals away from farm work,
advancements in m u sical technology helped cement their places in their new u rban
settings. The advent of electric instruments and amplification a llowed performers to
play for larger aud iences effortlessly; the sheer volume afforded by electrified
instru ments provided access to stylistic nuances previously u nable to pierce the
raucous racket of juke joints. M u sicians developed more tightly focused song forms,
smoothing out u neven measures and fleshing out instrumentation. Advancements in
record ing technology led to a boom of "race records," perm itting listeners to
affordably hear their favorite tu nes again and aga i n . This al lowed for the broadening
of the blues' fan base, both locally and abroad .
I n the late 1 950s, several B ritish jazz musicians took notice of these untapped
sounds and aspired to b ring them to new aud iences overseas. Though the earliest
British b lues musicians were primarily m iddle agers from the jazz scene, blues music
was qu ickly adopted by B ritish youth cu ltu re. Prior to their appropriation of the blues,
British youths d id not have m usic to cal l "their own . " Early attempts at p laying blues
and rock and roll m usic led to "skittle , " a curious style d rawing influence from country
blues , New O rleans trad , and jazz traditions, amongst others. As more American
bl ues records appeared in England towards the late-1 950s, many of these
performers tu rned towards m imicry of their beloved "authentic" American blues
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players. Rabidly col lecting the few records upon which they cou ld lay their hands,
British blues aficionados were fervent enough in their devotion that they kept many
American bluesmen 2 actively tou ring well throug hout the decade. American
bluesmen fou nd a new aud ience for whom to perform , and many waning careers
received a second wind. By the m id-1 960s , England's blues scene had heavily fused
with its jazz and pop scenes. I ndividuals formerly bent towards emulating their idols
had found their own voices , lead ing to d ivergent gen res from psychedelic bl ues (J imi
Hend rix, C ream) to heavy metal (Led Zeppelin, Black Sabbath) .
Second ly, I will detail several key figu res in each of these locales . As
mentioned above, many of these musicians served as d irect i nfluences on the
subseq uent generation. Several of these musicians performed together over the
years , and some were even mentored d i rectly by these predecessors. It is
impossible to cover the breadth of the important fig ures in blues music withi n the
scope of this essay, even just focusing on the performers from these specific
locations. As such , I have chosen a few individuals from each of these locales as
examples of the changes taking place d u ring that specific timeframe. The mysterious
Charley3 Patton and Robert Joh nson upheld Delta traditions th roug h the 1 920s and
'30s , and d isplay the then-bu rgeon ing record ing industry's effect on the genre. Willie
Dixon was the beh ind-the-scenes Renaissance man for C hess Records th roug hout
the development of Chicago's b lues m usic scene, writing songs for many luminaries

2

I use this term gender-neutrally, but it bears mentioning that the branches of blues I will be

discussing were typically male affairs. Female blues/jazz singers such Gertrude "Ma" Rainey, Bessie

Smith and Mamie Smith were prominent through the 1920s, and England's Jo-Ann Kelly was a

rrominent blues singer throughout the boom and into the 1980s.

Depending on the source, Patton's given name is spelled either "Charley" or "Charlie." For

consistency's sake, I use "Charley" throughout this essay.
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and keeping record ing sessions flowing smoothly. Howl in' Wolf and M uddy Waters
were two of the most promi nent front men of 1 960s C hicago, and their competition
for band and aud ience members fueled the fire for each to put on better
performances. Both were firmly rooted in the Mississippi Delta but came to define
the Ch icago sound . Furthermore , both performed overseas for eager B ritish
aud iences . Alexis Korner, Cyril Davies, and John Mayall each served as renowned
British band leaders in their own rig hts, and mentored many of the you nger
musicians eagerly delving i nto the British bl ues scene. The Rolling Stones were one
of the earliest popular exam ples of B ritish blues performers turn ing towards pop to
broaden their audience, and thei r success played an indirect role in propelling a
young Eric Clapton to superstardom. Though these individ uals are but a sam pling of
the many that toi led towards perfecting their particu lar flavors of blues, they provide
a fascinating g l impse at the myriad musical evolutions that took place over a short
fifty years .
Finally, I will utilize several record ings of the song "Spoonful" as a specific
example of the m usical and tech nological changes that occu rred with i n the genre
from the early 1 920s to the late 1 960s. Though "Spoonfu l" is not the best known of
blues standard s , the song has been present in some form since at least 1 929, as
wel l as in each of the aforementioned locales. Variations in its structure and overall
sound reflect the changing tastes of both bl ues performers and l isteners . Of primary
interest are Charley Patton's 1 929 record ing , Wil l ie Dixon's 1 960 rearrangement for
Howl in' Wolf, and Cream's 1 966 studio and 1 968 l ive record ings. Other record ings
fill important gaps, but these fou r d isplay the evolution of a particular branch of the
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blues - from rura l blues featu ring a single performer to a fu ll u rban electric band to
late- 1 960s psychedelic bl ues - better than words possibly can . In essence,
"Spoonful" exemplifies what I believe to be one of the bl ues' g reatest strengths :
saying a lot with a little. For a song based on a single chord , "Spoonful" covers a lot
of grou nd.
Ultimately, I aim to examine one particu lar path the b lues wandered from the
late-1 920s to the late- 1 960s. The 1 960s were an incred ible decade of g rowth for
British popular m usic, and much of this g rowth would not have been possible without
the influence of the American blues of prior decades . Thoug h the concept of British
blues might seem baffling to the u n i n itiated , the l ines of i nfluence are d i rect. The
musicians of the M ississippi Delta taught or became the musicians of Ch icago, and
visiting musicians from C hicago inspired British upstarts to pick up their g u itars.
Though the bl ues underwent massive stylistic changes over these forty years , the
essence of the blues remained relevant, popularly viable, and celebrated by its
devotees .
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1.

From the Mississippi Delta to Chicago to England

Though the idea of blues musicians from England is puzzl ing to many
observers, one need o n ly mention the strong influence of the blues upon late-1 960s
rock bands such as C ream and Led Zeppelin to allay th is d isbelief. The roots of
these g roups can be clearly traced back to cou ntless visits from Delta and Ch icago
musicians (such as " Big" Bill B roonzy) throughout the 1 950s and 1 960s. Though
these musicians came from d rastically d ifferent backgrounds, the tendency of
American bl uesmen to follow the prom ise of a paycheck alongside the cravi ngs of
ravenous B ritish blues aud iences led to the vibrant 1 960s B ritish blues scene.
Whether former juke joint superstars or starry-eyed British art students, these
performers had found a captive aud ience.

Roots

Despite the nebu lous natu re of the blues' origi ns, there is no doubt that the
style stems d i rectly from the early Black America n experience. In h is Blues People:
Negro Music in White America,

LeRoi Jones writes: "[It] is impossible to say exactly

how old bl ues is - certainly no older than the presence of Negroes in the U nited
States. It is a native American music, the prod uct of the black man in th is cou ntry: or
to put it more exactly the way I have come to th ink about it, blues could not exist if
the African captives had not become American captives" ( 1 7) . D u ring the times of
slavery, plantation owners restricted the leisu re activities of their slaves. Field song
developed as a vocal art form , since this singing was essential ly an accompaniment
to physical labor. Thoug h not necessa rily encouraged , plantation owners figu red
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singing was less obtrusive than other activities and possibly helped to synchronize
coord inated physical exertions, such as team hammering (Southern 1 6 1 ) . Utilizing
this sort of repetitive action for a basic rhythm, call and response patterns emerged
where singers would follow the individ ual lead ing the song . This style is h ig h ly
reminiscent of African d rumming patterns where a g roup of percussion ists will
respond to the statements set by the master d rummer. It is worth noting that d rums
were strictly forbidden on the plantations for this very reason (Jones 1 9) . Plantation
owners could plainly u nderstand field holler lyrics, but could not d iscern the hidden
messages encapsu lated within the "talking d rum" rhythms. Feari ng insu rrection,
slave masters restricted leisure activities to those they could comprehend . As
slavery gave way to sharecropping , these musical traditions developed into a form of
entertainment rather than a way to speed the workday along. By com bining the
spirituals of their former masters, field hollers , and African polyrhyth ms, these
musicians slowly developed what would become the b lues by the turn of the
twentieth century.

My Home I s In the Delta

Early Delta blues songs freq uently sported u ncomplicated lyrics , likely due to
the genre's improvisatory roots. Repetition and embel lishment were key elements of
the Delta bl ues style. Moreover, blues lyrics often took a back seat to interpretation
and raw emotion . Wi l l ie Dixon describes that it is not necessarily what is said so
much as how it is said : "If the artist can express the song with inspiration, it inspires
the public because m usic has that generating th ing. If it touches you and you can
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feel it, you can inspi re someone else. It's just l ike electricity going from one to the
other" (Dixon and S nowden 88) . In a sense, these blues represented countless acts
of subl imation , ch u rn i ng negative feeli ngs into something positive. Slavery had
ended , but the life of a sharecropper remai ned a d ifficult one. Many farmers were, at
best, breaking their backs to break even. The small joy of channeling one's anguish
through a g u itar helped both performer and listener cope with the daily frustrations of
life. This idea holds true regard less of setting - having a bad d ay is a u n iversal
concept.
Delta bl uesmen from the turn of the centu ry through the 1 940s often honed
their craft in juke joints - party houses that kept the whiskey pouri ng late into the
n ight. J u ke joints were not entirely about relaxatio n ; com ing from the Bambara
language, the word juke translates to "evil , disorderly, wicked" (Davis 47). After a
hard week of work, farm hands sim ply wanted to drink, dance, and gam ble the night
away. The Delta blues were forged for live , raucous , pick-up performances in th is
sort of venue. With so m uch booze flowin g , it was not uncommon for the mood to
take a harsh turn . Johnny S h i nes, an early traveling com panion of Howlin' Wolf,
describes the havoc of a typical juke joint: "See , they cou ld n 't use mugs in there
because people would com mit mayhem, tear people's heads u p with those mugs.
Rough places, they were . When you were playing in a place l ike that, you just sit
there on the floor in a cane-bottomed chair, just rear back and cut loose. There were
no m icrophones or P.A. setups there, you just sing as loud as you can " (Seg rest and
Hoffman 36). The din of the juke often got such that hollering over the crowd was the
only way to be heard . As most patrons were u nable to actua lly hear the
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performance, showmanship was every bit as important as m usicianship. Charley
Patton, for example, was infamous for playing his g u itar behind his head or while
writhing about on the g round to hold the attention of the juke patrons. These antics
gave the audience something non-au ral to enjoy over their whiskey, and served as a
precu rsor to the sorts of shenanigans that would become com monplace as R&B
performers such as C huck Berry and Little Richard stepped into the spotlight.
Drifting from juke to j uke, playing all-night sets to keep one's belly fu l l of fried
fish and wh iskey, the l ifestyle of a bl uesman sounds rather romanticized . Rough as it
could get, the l ife of a juke joint performer provided many of the perks of the modern
day rock star, and the occasional complimentary cup of wh iskey s u rely tasted
sweeter than one earned through backbreaking labor. This rose-tinted view l ikely
pushed certai n u pstarts to fol low the footsteps of juke joint reg ulars . Given this
proclivity for avoid ing hard manual labor, it makes sense that many juke joint
performers chased opportun ities in cities as they became available. Ch icago
became one of the primary i n heritors of many Delta b luesmen. S hortly after The
First World War broug ht about u rban labor shortages , the boll weevil destroyed
cou ntless cotton crops. As is often the case with the blues, the performers simply
fol lowed the work. Furthermore, Ch icago was more racia l ly tolerant than the Delta
plantations. Professor G uthrie P. Ramsey, J r. recal ls an interviewee putting th is
rather succinctly: "I'd rather be in a jail i n Ch icago than in a church in Alabama"
(1 39). Thoug h likely an exaggeratio n , this sort of statement goes a long way towards
d isplayi ng the better times migrants hoped for i n the big city.
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Sweet Home Chicago

The migration of b lues performers from the M ississippi Delta to Ch icago was
not a singular event. As mentioned earlier, these performers trickled into larger cities
as farm ing opportun ities d ried up. As many Delta bluesmen were migrants anyway,
there was l ittle d ifference between trekking to a d ifferent farm and trekking to
Ch icago. F u rthermore , the Chicago bl ues refused to stay i n the city; by the time the
Ch icago scene was in fu l l swing , ru ral bl ues styles were becoming a relic. Davis
notes: "[w]hen M uddy Waters boarded that train in 1 94 3 , the Delta that Charley
Patton had known no longer existed . And when Waters p lugged his g uitar into an
amplifier in Ch icago a few years later, the transformation of the bl ues from a rural
folk id iom to an u rban popular music had already been u nder way for several
decades - a slow and tentative process , much like the m ig ration itself' (48). As
country sounds fel l out of public favor, it became impossible to keep u rban records
out of the Delta . U rban b lues and R&B trickled into country jukeboxes. Globalization
m ight be too strong a word , but advances in record ing technology were stead i ly
making u rban m usic more accessible to those outside the actual city.
The s h ift from a country to an u rban setting obviously necessitated changes
to blues performan ce . The most recog nizable change accom panying the bl ues'
jou rney to an u rban setting is the add ition of amplification. I n itially, th is change was a
practical one; larger ven u es and aud iences sim ply req u i red amplification for sound
to carry. The next logical step was the switch to electric g u itars . The electric guitar's
lower string action better-su ited beg inners , and permitted the performer to ded icate
his focus towards n uance rather than on simply being heard . Beyond helping to
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carry sound across crowded bl ues clubs, the electric g u itar provided a wider variety
of previously inaccessi ble timbres, dynam ics, and articu lation, afford ing more
intricate i nterpretation. They also a llowed for longer sustain, allowing notes to
resonate for far longer than before. Softer, slower blues, which previously wou ld
have been i l l su ited to live performance, were able to develop.
Despite the boom of talent in Chicago, making a living as a m usician was far
from a simple task. Si nce m usic markets were seg regated , the major labels lim ited
their interests in b lack musicians to dedicated subd ivisions, such as RCA's
"Bluebird" label. Ch icago's sheer concentration of u ntapped talent led to the rise of
several independent record labels dedicated to the music of black performers. This
"race record" market p resented the opportun ity to actually make a l iving as a
musician . Primary among these independent labels in Ch icago was Chess Records
(nee Aristocrat Records), fou nded in 1 947. Brothers Leonard and Phil Chess d id not
know very m uch about b lues music, but they recog nized a market for it and
capital ized u pon this demand . Ch icago had consumers with the d isposable income
to purchase bl ues m usic, and the brothers soon assembled one of the most
impressive stables of performers in popular music history. Journalist Don Snowden
detai ls the im pact of the Chess brothers' decision to focus on the race record
market: "The Chess brothers were the first to gamble on record ing the new style and
classic C hicago blues became so thorough ly identified with the label bearing their
name it was often described as 'the Chess sound . ' It was a roug h-and-tumble roar of
gu itars, harmonica and d rums, rooted in the country blues of the M ississippi Delta
but heavily amplified to sl ice th rough the d i n of Windy City nightclubs" (Dixon and
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Snowden 79). This gamb le clearly succeeded , as Chess managed to outlast or
absorb the majority of their competitors. By the late 1 950s , C hess boasted the most
recog n izable names in C h icago bl ues, including Howlin' Wolf, M uddy Waters , Sonny
Boy Wil liamson I I , and Little Walter. Chess was also instrumental in the rise of R&B,
prod ucing records by Bo D idd ley and Chuck Berry. Though it is still called into
question whether the brothers fairly compensated their artists , the label's i mpact on
Western popular music ca n not be denied .

A Stepping Stone

The primary gateway to the b lues in 1 950s England was skiffle, a hybrid of
cou ntry blues, New O rleans trad , and jazz. Skiffle remains a curiosity in that the
genre is defined more by its nature than by its sou nd. Skiffle bands were comprised
of whatever instru ments the performers had on hand or cou ld cobble together from
everyday materials - a B ritish equivalent to American jug bands. Harold Pendleton ,
co-owner of the Marq uee Club, recalls band leader C h ris Barber originating the first
British skiffle band as an excuse to let trumpeter Ken Coyier rest m id-set: "This l ittle
band was composed of a crude g uitar, a homemade bass, a su itcase that was
played with whisk brooms and a washboard strummed with th imbles . . . He got the
name from having read about the rent parties that used to be g iven in poor, Negro
quarters to raise money - that blacks of New Orleans called them skiffle g roups"
(Szatmary 1 03). This low barrier to entry made skiffle a common sta rting point for
British musical aspirants . Since p u rchasing an instrument was not strictly necessary,
many youths that otherwise m ight have shied away from m usical performance
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embraced skiffle's do-it-you rself nature. Though these musicians were more l ikely to
emu late Buddy H olly than Howlin' Wolf, for many it was the primary gateway to
popular American m usic.
A skiffle band was likely to play any song that the band knew well enough to
stu mble throug h , whether foreign American folk song or fam iliar B ritish m usic hall
tune. Lon n ie Doneg a n , a former member of Ch ris Barber's Jazz and Blues Band ,
championed skiffle and helped bring American folk song to the forefront of British
popu lar music. Since rock and rol l had yet to make an im pact on the cou ntry,
updated skiffle rend itions of tunes such as Leadbelly's "Rock I sland Line" were novel
amongst B ritish teens. By generating interest in American folk music, skiffle paved
the way for blues and, eventually, rock and rol l . I nterest in these new styles ,
however, insured that skiffle's widespread success was short-lived . The jazz set had
approached skiffle as a novelty act in the fi rst place, and the blues folks simply
utilized it as a stepping stone to introd uce more people to the blues. There were
certainly diehard skiffle enthusiasts, such as Donegan , but certainly not enough of
them to keep skiffle en vog ue. Once there was sufficient aud ience for the blues and
R&B , skiffle fell out of the public eye.

The British Blues Boom

By the 1 950's, the blues had beg u n their slow creep into the British
consciousness . Post-World War I I England was a b leak place for youths. The d raft
was no longer in effect by the 1 950s, leaving g raduates without d i rection. B ritish
youngsters faced a decision: find a job in the factories , or continue on with school.
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As many American b luesmen had picked up their g u itars to avoid farm work, many
British youths s huffled off to art school as the preferab le alternative to getting a job.
Instead of doing their schoolwork, however, some students sought refuge in the
music b roug ht overseas by American sold iers:
The postwar American military presence in B ritain contributed to an
environ ment in which American musical tastes infl uenced British musical
sensibilities. Whether the records that American servicemen b rought with
them, the short-d istance broadcasts from their B ritish bases, the more
powerfu l b roadcasts from their German bases, or even the g igs that all the
bases provided , American culture proved to be an important influence on
many B ritish m usicians in this era. (G. Thompson 259)
These sounds were n ot their parents' music. American music was u nfamiliar and
new, but a lso something British youths could latch onto as their own ; g iven the
general scarcity of American albums, own ing a rare record ing was something of a
status sym bol. Whether they picked up a g u itar to emu late their jukebox heroes or to
impress the g i rls of their fancy, these youths fou nd p u rpose i n their m usic.
Despite its attraction of so many youths, early B ritish bl ues scenes were
noticeably devoid of the age barrier oft seen in popu lar m usic. This can likely be
attributed to the non-commercial nature of the early boom. U ntil the B ritish bl ues
scene began to overlap with its pop scene, there seemed to be far less emphasis on
the notions of "visual cohesion" that permeated pop scenes. I n 1 962 , Alexis Korner
was 34 and Cyril Davies was 30, a solid ten years older than most of their cohorts.
Though ten years is not a major age d ifference in the real world , the m usic busi ness
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was just as ageist i n the 1 960s as today. These folks readily played alongside
you nger players , such as Eric Clapton, Long John Bald ry, and M ick Jagger, which
likely would not have been the case in a pop g roup. Furthermore, the incred ibly
mixed backgrounds of the players contributed to the ragtag natu re of early B ritish
bl ues band compositions. There were certainly professional musicians gigging their
way throug h the blues scene, primarily jazz players , but there were just as many
hold ing down day jobs or wad ing through schoolwork. It is somewhat comforting that
the scene looked open to a l l interested parties , with g reat emp hasis p laced on
enthusiasm. N ot everyone was necessarily cut out for stardom, but anyone was able
to contribute.

Putting It All Together

Barber's i nfl uence extends past his involvement i n the skittle scene. Hard ly a
traditionalist, Barber melded elements of the bl ues i nto jazz performances, and his
Jazz and B l ues Band featu red some of the preeminent bluesmen England had to
offer. When the B ritish M usicians' Union repealed its ban on American musicians
perform ing in England in 1 956, Barber wasted little time in bringing American
bluesmen from Big B i l l B roonzy to Muddy Waters across the Atlantic to perform
(Szatmary 1 1 5) . As budgets rarely allowed promoters to bring over entire g roups,
skittle musicians and jazz players al ike found themselves m ixed into the world of the
blues . Bob Bru n n i n g , found ing member of Fleetwood Mac, details the situation:
"[Promoters] who wished to p resent bl ues performers in E u rope have often been
unable to bear the cost of importing entire American bands. However, there has
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never been a shortage of enth usiastic local r 'n' b outfits wi ll ing to p ractically pay for
the privilege of working with their authentic heroes . . . " (1 66) . The more frenzied of
these fledgling blues players approached their idols with reverence, trying to mimic
their record ings and performance immacu lately. S uch players were as rigid in their
expectations of the performers as they were in their i nterpretations of their records.
Specifically, bl uesmen were expected to play acoustic instru ments and carry an
encycloped ic knowledge of their craft's h istory. M uddy Waters nearly caused riots
d u ring his first British performances solely because he sported a small electric
amplifier ( B ru n n ing 1 2) . Despite th is curious reaction , most American bl uesmen
were not in a position to turn down a paycheck. As before, many simply followed the
work and trekked to and from England wel l throughout the 1 960s.
If im itation is the sincerest form of flattery, visiting American bluesmen had
much reason to be flattered . Early British performers treated the blues as an art form
instead of a simple source of entertainment. In their eyes, the bl ues was a subject of
reverence. Blues records were read ily available in America, yet B ritish music stores
d id not carry an extensive enough selection for the typ ical enthusiast. As such, the
owner of a rare record cou ld expect many callers simply hoping to scope out the
album's cover. Rock b iographer Dave Thompson describes how " . . . a young Tom
McGuinness once walked th ree miles to catch a glimpse of a John Lee Hooker
album cover. He d id n 't know the record 's owner, and he d id n 't hear the record . 'I
knocked on his door and said I hear you 've got. . . and he brought it to his door to
show me" ( 1 1 ) . Scarcity bred intensity, and the upsta rts meticu lously transcribed the
few available blues records. This mim icry was the bed rock upon which the early
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British blues boom was based . Early on, few saw reason to pen original material as
there was such a rich catalogue of establ ished songs to d raw from.
With such rigid definitions of blues m usic and performers , the occasional
shattering of these perceptions was inevitable. When prodded about the details of
his studies, Ten nessee bluesman Lig htn in' Hopkins always replied , '"I never met
nobody, I never seen nobody.' Journalists wou ld then say 'Wel l then , how did you
learn to play the b lues?' and Lig htn in' would rep ly, 'I used to buy these records,
listen to 'em!' The news that Lig htn in' learned the bl ues i n exactly the same way as
many British musicians used to u naccountably infu riate journalists!" (Bru n n i ng 1 88) .
The race record boom allowed you nger American blues m usicians to practice their
craft alongside the tu rntable, j ust as their British counterparts. Blues m usic was no
longer simple backg round noise for juke joints and rent parties , but a developing
branch of popu lar m usic. Furthermore , bl ues music was no longer confi ned by
region due to the reach of record d istributors . By the time British interest in the blues
had taken root, American interests had sh ifted from the early Ch icago sounds to the
more danceable R&B. Without immediate access to cu rrent American trend s , British
tastes lagged behind and embraced sounds from which many American m usicians
had already moved . There was little chance of the visiting Americans completely
matching the B rits' expectations, but these d iscrepancies did l ittle to diminish the
fervor of B ritish fans.
The reactions of America n bluesmen to the mania of their B ritish counterparts
were reasonably m ixed . Sonny Boy Williamson I I alleged ly claimed , "Those English
kids want to p lay the blues so bad - and they play the bl ues so bad" (Clapton 48) .
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The very same m usician p u l led a kn ife on a young Eric Clapto n , simply for Clapton's
questioning whether he had l ifted h is name from a harmon ica predecessor.
Understandab ly, some of the American originals simply could not com prehend the
desire of their British cou nterparts to play their music; without having "lived" the
blues, how could they adeq uately play the blues? Most of the Ch icago players came
from somewhat similar backg rounds, all far removed from the experience of the
British m iddle and working classes , and the bl ues' awkward sh ift from entertainment
to art form must have been flustering. Nevertheless , the boom presented a number
of opportu n ities to col lect a paycheck whether the American stars respected their
backing musicians or not. Thoug h possibly d isconcerting, successfu l col laborations
helped invigorate the careers of many bl uesmen that m ight have otherwise been
swept u nder the tide of R&B and rock and rol l .
Occasionally, however, the Americans trekking overseas appreciated their
experiences. The G roundhogs accompan ied boogie bluesman John Lee Hooker on
several occasions , and Hooker had noth ing but praise for them: '' I ' m bound to say
that John Lee and his G rou ndhogs are the nu mber one best blues band you have
over here, and they fit in with my type of music perfectly. Often the boys know what
I'm going to do before I do it" (Brun ning 98) . This camaraderie was rare, but
d isplayed that there was certainly hope for the B ritish scene to flou rish . Furthermore ,
the race situation in the British blues boom was a strange one. The British musicians
themselves seemed rather colorblind ; it would be a curious situation indeed for these
performers to shun their idols based on the color of their ski n . The visiting American
bluesmen , typ ical ly black, were perform i ng with wh ite B ritish m u sicians and for
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predominantly wh ite B ritish aud iences. By a l l accou nts, B ritish performers simply did
not seem to acknowledge the issue.

Aftermath

By the 1 970s, the b lues boom had subsided. The m usicians involved were
still working , but most had delved into various offshoots of the classic bl ues with
which they had started. Some, such as Korner and Maya l l , carried on rather
trad itionally, while folks like the Rolling Stones th rew themselves fully i nto rock and
rol l . Several musical styles spun d i rectly from the 1 960s blues boom ; the British
heavy metal that s u rfaced in the early 1 970s was essentially a faster, darker brand
of blues , and the American southern rock of the later '?Os fused b lues basics with
cleaner variations of the virtuosity seen in late-1 960s psychedelic blues, wh ich is
later d iscussed in the context of Cream. The blues clearly played an integral role in
the development of England's popular music in the 1 960s. Thoug h the b lues were a
curious style for B ritish performers to champion, the impact of this decision cannot
be denied. The blues of 1 950s Ch icago helped shape the 1 960s B ritish I nvasion ,
wh ich u ltimately shaped most mainstream pop music that followed .
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2.

From Charley Patton to Eric Clapton

The best way to explore the blues' evolutions as they traveled through these
reg ions is to examine its practitioners. Over a short thirty years , these individuals
brought the blues to massive aud iences on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean. I
can not stress enough that these performers are but a sampling of those that shaped
the sounds in these regions. Delta luminaries such as Son House and Big Bill
Broonzy, Ch icago s u perstars such as harp wizards Sonny Boy Williamson and Little
Walter, and budding rock stars from Jimi Hendrix to Jimmy Page all contributed
greatly to the genre's progression. Stil l , the musicians outlined below clearly
illustrate the transformation of the Delta blues into late- 1 960s psychedelic blues .

Charley Patton

The most striking featu re of early Delta blues musicians is how l ittle we
concretely know about many of them . Charley Patton , the prototypical Delta
bluesman , is no exception. We have few details about Patton's life beyond that he
was a common fixture in Delta juke joints. A single photog raph of the man is known
to exist, and it is sti l l d isputed whether or not the man in the p icture is even Patton at
all. Certainly, the reserved visage depicted therein does not meas u re up to the wild
reputation u pheld by the you nger generation that followed in his wake. One of the
few details com monly ag reed upon relates to Patton's stage presence; his frenetic
stage antics and ferocious voice made him an immeasu rable i nfl uence on you nger
performers of the reg ion: "An astounding showm a n , he beat his g u itar like a drum,
played it between his legs or behind his head , rode it like a pony, and threw it up in
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the air and spun it, all while maintain ing a d riving dance beat in 4/4 time with the
accent on the 2 and 4

-

a metric novelty that he popu larized . . . " (Segrest and

Hoffman 1 8) . This accent on the second and fou rth beats, eventually described as a
backbeat, became fu ndamental to rock and roll rhythms. To you nger juke musicians,
Patton stood as a shining example that one could make a living without resorting to
manual labor. That his particu lar form of breadwin n i ng was accompan ied by
wh iskey, gambling, and the occasional free meal certai n ly d id not d i m inish the
appeal of the bl uesman l ifestyle.
M usically, Patton resemb led a songster or m instrel. Record ing fifty-eight
songs between 1 92 9 and 1 934, he did not restrict his repertoire to excl usively blues
songs. This versatility a llowed him to play whatever sort of m usic a g iven aud ience
m ight prefer, ensuring a steady stream of gigs. Across the body of his record ings,
one is likely to hear the standard twelve-bar bl ues, as in his "Going to Move to
Alabama , " just as read ily as the danceable ragtime of his "A Spoonful Blues" or the
gospel-tinged country blues of his "I Shall Not Be Moved . " Regard less of style,
Patton's hoarse roar is often incomprehensible as he slyly comments upon his own
performance between sta nzas. Though his words are d ifficult to understand, the
emotion in h is voice conveys the intent of his songs masterfu lly. He keeps a steady
beat on the lower stri ngs of his g u itar while playing melod ies on the upper strings;
his meter is occasionally i rreg ular, but th is depends wholly on the style of the song.
Beyond all else, Patton exemplified the showmanship and versatil ity of early Delta
blues performers , ideals that carried on through the genre's travels to u rban setti ngs.
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Robert Johnson

Not every bl uesman was known for his onstage theatrics. Robert Johnson
gained notoriety for his impressive g u itar prowess and pecu liar brand of self
promotion . Joh nson himself remains someth ing of an American legend ; few facts are
known about his l ife , and even the circumstances of his death are vag ue. What is
certai n , however, is Joh nson's im pact on the overa l l mystique of the genre. Though
an allegedly u n i m p ressive performer in his early days, Joh nson su rfaced after a
short absence with an interesting tale to tell about some crossroads: " Legend goes
that he d isappeared for a year or so, before astonishing his former tormentors with
his newfound prowess. Joh nson's own explanation was that he struck a deal with
the Devil. More l i kely, he spent every spare moment practicing . . . after being
rid icu led off the bandstand in Kansas City" (Davis 2). G iven how few confirmed
details remain about Joh nson's l ife, this legend has essentially become a scrap of
Americana. Even in pop u lar music tod ay, an "image" is as necessary as ski l l , if not
more so. Having this spooky reputation precede his performance was the best sort
of advertisement. As the saying goes , there is no such thing as bad publicity.
After his reemergence , Joh nson was reputed ly musically peerless. His
songbook is today considered bl ues standard , making h i m one of the earl iest prol ific
blues composers. A scant forty-one record ings from the late 1 930s comprise nearly
everything concretely known about the man , wh ich is testament to the impact he
made d u ring his short record ing career. Johnson's record ings d isplay an amount of
polish rare amongst h is contemporaries, likely because he harkened the bleed ing of
Delta bl ues style into the upcom ing prominence of big city sounds. Some of his best
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known tunes, such as "Cross Road Blues , " "I Bel ieve I ' l l Dust My B room," and
"Sweet Home Chicago" have seen countless cover rend itions and reinterpretations.
Based solely on the recu rring nature of his songbook, Joh nson's influence is
noticeable upon most bl ues performers that followed . Johnson's voice is th in but
piercing , his d iction clear, and his g uitar-picking crisp. Even though he is primarily
associated with the Delta blues, songs such as the ragtime "They're Red Hot"
d isplay the variety of his repertoi re and his proficiency with other g u itar styles. Even
his alternate takes are stylistically q u ite d ifferent; with in th is small sampling of
record i ngs, one can hear the ways in which Johnson would tinker with his songs to
achieve d ifferent moods or styles . For example, Head lam notes : " I n the two cuts of
'Cross Road Blues' . . . the first version has add itional verses and is faster and more
raucous, closer to 'Terrap lane Blues , ' than the slower, more measu red second
version" ("Blues Transformations" 63). Beyond showcasing Joh nson's talents , these
alternate takes serve as an early example of the blues' versatility; the songs'
structu res are loose enough to allow d rastic improvisation without comprom ising the
song itself.

Willie Dixon

Not known by name to most casual listeners, Willie Dixon was a seminal
fig u re in both the development of the Chicago sound and the exportation of the blues
to England some years later. Born in Vicksburg , M ississippi in 1 9 1 5 , Dixon grew up
in a curious environment com pared to many of his contem poraries. His mother
encouraged literacy from a young age. Their neighborhood was i nteg rated , and
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Vicksburg was home base for no less than Charley Patton (Dixon and Snowden 7).
Thoug h his mother emphasized education , Willie was more interested in travel and
music. H is jou rneys soon brought him into contact with street corner musicians: "I
really began to find out what the blues meant to b lack people, how it gave them
consolation to be able to th ink these th ings over and sing them to themselves or let
other people know what they had in m ind and how they resented various th ings in
life. I g uess it kind of rubbed off on me because after you see g uys d ie and
everybody l iving in hopes . . . " (Dixon and Snowden 25). He developed an i nterest in
both vocal harmony and the u p right bass, and exercised both skills between stints
as a farmhand , a Golden Gloves boxer, and a hobo. Around 1 938, Leonard "Baby
Dao" Caston convin ced h i m to hang up his boxing g loves to focus on his musical
interests , d rawing one of the most influential behind-the-scenes men in Ch icago
blues into the industry (Dixon and Snowden 43) . H i red by C hess Records as a
session bassist i n 1 948, Dixon soon became Chess's resident jack-of-al l-trades
(Dixon and S nowden 60) . Though the label was Chess in name, the studio would not
have fu nctioned so smooth ly without Dixon's g u id ing hand.
Eventually, D ixon served as session prod ucer, composer, and l iaison
between the Chess brothers and the musicians. The brothers Chess hand led the
busi ness aspects of the com pany, but knew little of actual record prod uction . They
req u i red an individ ual with both a keen ear and knowledge of blues practices, and
Dixon fi lled th is n iche. Dixon was capable of keeping a session ru n n i ng , and knew
how to capture the essence of a song on tape. He spoke the lang uage of the blues,
but was more conversationally eloquent than many of his peers. D ixon's g reatest
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contribution to the blues , however, was his hefty songbook. Though his own
record i ngs were not com mercially notable, Dixon excelled at writing to other
musicians' strengths. He penned a large n umber of Chess's g reatest h its , from
Muddy Waters' " I ' m You r H oochie Coochie Man" to Howl in' Wolf's "Wang Dang
Dood le . " Boasting more m usic theory knowledge than many of Chess's bl ues stars,
Dixon u nderstood the craft of pen ning popular music. He recog n ized that the
simplest way to write a pop tune was to create a catchy hook to g rab attention: "You
know how it is, a lot of g uys feel like if you made a song com p licated, it would do
more. I always tried to explain that the simpler a thing is, the easier it can get across
with the public" (Dixon and S nowden 84) . This concept would become the norm as
R&B and rock and roll stepped into the limelight, and Dixon contin ued to write songs
for his colleag ues through the rise of rhythm and blues. His songwriti ng efforts
played no small role i n the success of Chess's biggest stars . Having seen both sides
of the business, D ixon provides an insightfu l view of the Ch icago blues world and its
eventual intersection with the pop world.

Howlin' Wolf

Chester Bu rnett, born in 1 920 and better known as Howl in' Wolf, was one of
the primary beneficia ries of Dixon's songbook (Seg rest and H offman 4) . Wolf's
brand of blues was a hardene d electric interpretation of the Delta bl ues.
Woodshedding in Memphis, Wolf cu ltivated the wild performance ideals of Charley
Patton in an u rban settin g . Wolf's sig nature growl served as a b ridge between these
two sounds , putting a roughly pol ished spin on fam i l iar tu nes. Though a competent
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gu itarist and harmon i ca player, both were overshadowed by Wolf's vocal prowess;
the sheer bravado of h is voice carried him through a steady career. Blues scholar
Dick Shurman puts it best: "What musical i nstru ment wouldn't be overshadowed by
That Voice?" (Seg rest and Hoffman 92). Bel lowing over juke joi nt crowds, Wolf's
roars and howls made h i m one of Chicago's preeminent b lues vocal ists.
This power was not simply in his voice; Wolf stood over six and a half feet tal l ,
a n d weighed i n around three hundred pou nds. Combined with Wolf's obstinate
natu re, this imposing presence made him d ifficult to work with. Those who learned to
work around Wolf's temperament, however, helped create some of Ch icago's finest
bl ues records. By 1 952, Wolf had severed his personal ties in Memphis to record
exclusively with the C hess brothers in Ch icago. Many of Wolf's most successful
record ings were adaptations of older juke joint standards. Thoug h his Chicago
record ings were more polished than the music of the juke joints in which he cut his
teeth , Wolf never lost the raw fire of the Delta. Dixon in particular was adept at
pen ning and adapting tunes for Wolf's particular voice; this relationship will also be
d iscussed at length later o n .

Muddy Waters

Wh ile Wolf carried the g rit of the cou ntry b lues into C h icago, McKinley
Morganfield , better known as M uddy Waters, qu ickly adopted the refined electric
sounds that many l isteners associate with 1 950s Ch icago. Though Waters g rew up
with the same m usical influences as his Delta contemporaries, he embraced
changing tastes. Among the earliest sig nees on Chess Records (at that time stil l
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Aristocrat) , Waters pioneered the more upbeat Ch icago sou nd : "By combining the
sounds of the country and city into a nitty-g ritty, low-down , jumpy sound , M uddy
Waters reflected the optimism of postwar African Americans, who had escaped the
seemingly inescapable Southern cotton fields. The u rban music contrasted sharply
with the more su llen cou ntry blues , born in slavery" (Szatmary 6) . Songs of hardship
were becoming passe; Waters instead focused on topics that wou ld become rock
and roll tropes in a scant few years , such as embellished mascu lin ity and wooing
ladies. Contrary to many of his predecessors, Waters' d iction was incred ibly crisp ,
and his tone relatively clean even when shouting. H is g u itar fills complemented his
vocals, but still melded i nto the ensemble seam lessly. Whether playing standard
twelve-bar blues or R&B , his rhythm section supplied laid-back beats to keep heads
bobbing and feet tapping. Tru ly, it is d ifficult to imag ine a better representation of the
Ch icago b lues than record ings of M uddy Waters' band .
I n updati ng his sound , Waters became the q u i ntessential Chicago bl uesman.
Waters was to Ch icago what Robert Johnson was to the M ississippi Delta : "Muddy
so dominated Ch icago bl ues in the wake of h its such as "Rolling Stone" and
"Hoochie Coochie Man" that we tend to categorize other Ch icago bluesmen as
Muddy's forebears , M uddy's rivals, Muddy's progeny, and those from his own
generation whom he completely overshadowed " (Davis 1 88) . It is d ifficult to view the
Ch icago b lues without the lens of Waters' impact. Muddy Waters is the Chicago
blues , and his swagger and smooth style remained the tem plate for up and coming
performers fol lowing his footsteps on both sides of the Atlantic.
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Rivalry

The perceived riva lry between Howli n ' Wolf and M uddy Waters beautifu l ly
displays the competitive spirit of the Ch icago blues. Though their styles were qu ite
d ifferent, they actively competed for the attention of aud iences, the loyalty of band
members, and the availability of g igs. Willie Dixon had to p resent new songs to one
as if written for the other j ust to trick the pair into record ing them; both Wolf and
Muddy believed the other was getting Dixon's better songs, and would jump at the
chance to secure one of those "better" songs for themselves (Dixon and Snowden
1 49). Many of the b lues' shin ing moments stem from this sort of competition; so
many Ch icago b lues songs are bu ilt on such a fou ndation of bravado that it is
impressive the m usicians got on even as well as they d id ! J ames Cotton , one of
Wolf's early harmon ica players , recal ls the general rivalry of early bl ues g roups:
"See, round here there's so many m usicians that it's real competitive and you' re up
against these big bands with the saxophones. Now Wolf would never let anyone
outdo him onstage; that's where the tai l d ragg ing [like a dog] and everything came
from , and the band was the same . . . With the amplifiers and everything we could go
up against a n ine-piece band and blow [them] right off the stage" (Seg rest and
Hoffman 67) . Simply putting on an excel lent show was not enough for these
performers - they insisted on prod ucing shows that would put their rivals to shame.
As in any business, competition was a good thing for the consumer; the result of this
sort of rivalry was better performances for all.
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Alexis Korner and Cyril Davies

Thoug h the B ritish blues boom origi nated heavily through visiting Americans,
it d id not take long for B ritish performers to come into their own . England's answer to
the odd coupling of Howlin' Wolf and Willie Dixon was Alexis Korner and Cyril
Davies. Thoug h oft credited as the fathers of the boom, neither man enjoyed vast
amou nts of personal popular success. Their infl uence, however, was essential i n
fueling the enth usiasm of their successors. Musical d ifferences between the two
were vast, and they com monly shared fall ings out. Though the duo had p layed
together in some capacity since the early 1 950s, their time together as co
band leaders in Blues I n corporated lasted less than a year. Their London Blues and
Barrelhouse Club was amongst the first British institutions ded icated specifically to
blues music, and served as a venue for many of the American bl uesmen passing
through the cou ntry (Bru n n i ng 1 3) . Blues Incorporated featured a line-up too
transient to garner much lasting success, but the group served as a stomping
g round for budding b luesmen to practice their craft before found i ng their own outfits.
Even after Davies left to found his All Stars in late 1 962, they each continued to offer
opportunities to their you nger compatriots . Without the opportun ities p rovided by
Korner and Davies, it is u n likely that the British blues boom wou ld have flourished .
Of the pair, Korner was the m usica l prog ressive. He fostered a deep love for
classic American blues records, yet still enjoyed experimenting with various
instruments and styles . For Korner, the blues were a springboard for musical
exploration . While many of his contemporaries focused on rigid m imicry, Korner was
more interested in what "the b lues" could encompass. He encouraged the continued
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integration of jazz players into the scene, and h i s use of horns was one of the
common causes of his freq uent rows with Davies . Barber claimed that his "raison
d'etre

[was] to b ring people together" (Paytress 1 4) . Korner enjoyed a long

performance career, but it is with good reason that he is most fondly remembered as
a father fig u re of the blues boom: "He was . . . soph isticated , erud ite , cut-glass upper
class accent - but with an innate sense of what constituted good m usic. He played
guitar and sang but was a m uch better band leader, surrou nd i ng himself with the best
musicians on the B ritish jazz and b u rgeoning b lues scene and always happy to give
new blood a chan ce" (Shapiro 58) . Always willing to lend a couch to visiting
musicians, Korner shared his love of music with anyone willing to l iste n . His
malleable view of what the bl ues could be allowed for experimentation that more
trad itionalist outfits avoided . Beyond his career as a m usician , he hosted various
rad io and television shows over the years , bringing the bl ues to broader and broader
aud iences. This fostering environ ment eased new m usicians into the scene,
ensuring that it could and would prosper.
In contrast to Korner's versati le outlook, Cyril Davies was a staunch
trad itionalist p rimari ly interested i n recreating the sounds of Ch icago. He was
considered one of the cou ntry's "most authentic" bluesme n , but his stubborn
adherence to what he considered authentic blues was the cause of several fallings
out with his band mates. As mentioned earlier, listeners th roug hout the early British
blues boom entertained very specific notions of what constituted a bluesman and
bl ues music. Davies was an opin ionated man who saw l ittle reason to com prom ise
his view of what the blues should be, or really, his views on anyth ing at all. Wh ile
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Korner was well spoken and fatherly, Davies embod ied the more stereotypical
temperament of a b l uesman: "Cyril Davies was a rough d iamond , a working-class
[auto body mechan ic] from West London. He was g rumpy and opin ionated , with a
violent tem per and old-fash ioned sense of chivalry. He once smashed a g u itar over
the head of a guy in a q ueue for fish and chips for swearing in front of a lady"
(Shapiro 58-59). Though a d ifficult man, Davies sti l l encouraged the you ngsters
following his trail. He was u nable to see the British b lues scene th roug h the heig hts
of its success, as his promising career was cut short by an u ntimely death in 1 964 .
Though he surely would have d isapproved of the pop edge many performers
adopted , he served as a d riving influence to many of the younger musicians on the
scene. Above all else, Davies showed that classic blues sounds were not strictly an
American affa i r.

John Mayall

Traditional ist John Mayall was another primary father fig u re for B ritish blues
upstarts, and was also primarily interested in emulating the sounds of Ch icago . He
sang and played harmon ica , g u itar, and piano, but was best known as a band leader.
Like Korner and Davies' respective g roups, Mayal l assembled an impressive array of
performers for his various Bluesbreakers l ine-ups. His trad itional ist stance attracted
individuals focused on creating "serious" music. As the decade prog ressed and the
blues became more and more pop-oriented , trad itionalists found refuge in his
Chicago-based style. M ayall was rather confrontational towards pop m usic in
general, and d isdained the rock and roll hybrid ism that made its mark on the British
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blues scene as the 1 960s prog ressed : 'These days there a re a lot of fringe blues
groups which are , in reality, sem i-pop and very contrived . They're all part of this
bl ues boom, but if the boom went out it wou ld n't affect people like Peter Green and
me because we're out of trend . . . Mine may be the minority in music, but the people
who dig it stick with you for l ife" (Hjort 1 90) . There is certai n ly credence to his beliefs,
as he is actively performing the same trad itionalist blues to this day.
U nfortunately, Mayall's q u ick temper ensured that few remained in the
Bluesbreakers' line-up for lon g . In his Rock Family Trees, Pete Frame details fifteen
major Bluesbreakers line-ups just between 1 963 and 1 970, not even taking into
account the cou ntless players standing in for itinerant band mates (35) . These
constant line-up changes likely accounted for the Bluesbreakers' lack of sig nificant
popu lar success, as prom ising m usicians often peeled away from the g roup to found
their own bands. Amongst the m usicians passing th rough the Bluesbreakers was the
best-known name in B ritish blues - Eric Clapto n . Clapton's involvement with and
departure from the Bluesbreakers is detai led later.

The Rolling Stones

Long before their heady days as "The World 's Greatest Rock and Roll Band , "
the Rolling Stones served C h icago-style R & B t o eager listeners in packed London
blues clubs. Members Mick Jagger and Keith Richards had been child hood
acquaintances, b ut developed their interests independently. Richards recal ls the
fabled train ride where he bumped i nto his childhood friend : " U nder h is arm he had
fou r or five albums . . . we haven't h ung around si nce the time we were five, six, ten
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years. We recog n ized each other straight off. . . And u nder his arm , he's got Ch uck
Berry and Little Walter, M uddy Waters. 'You're into Ch uck Berry, m a n , really?' That's
a coincidence . . . " (Paytress 1 0) . By that time, Jagger had been performing reg ularly
as a singer for Bl ues I ncorporated . Around J une of 1 962, Blues I n corporated was
schedu led to perform for the B BC's Jazz Club prog ram - but the BBC was not
wi lling to pay for the entire band . Jagger g raciously bowed out in hopes of d rawing
bigger crowds to the Marq uee, and Korner rewarded his generosity with the back-up
band slot for Blues l nc. 's weekly Marq uee Club performance. The Rol l i ng Stones
were born with this performance , then comprised of Mick J agger, Keith Richards,
Brian Jones as Elmo Lewis, Dick Taylor, M ick Avary, and Ian Stewart (Paytress 1 51 6). The band was soon supporting Cyril Davies's All-Stars at the Ealing Club
reg ularly, injecting R&B between sets of Ch icago blues. By early 1 963, Giorgio
Gomelsky had booked them as the main act at the Crawdaddy Club as the band
began to stradd le the line between p laying the b lues and navigati ng the initial
consequences of Beatlemania (Paytress 22) . The Rolling Stones were, in essence,
the first marketable youths to champion the blues in England.
The creeping i nfluence of rock and roll was not far off. And rew Loog Old ham
stealth i ly contracted the band out from u nder Gomelsky, and the band's focus
qu ickly shifted towards the commercial. The band's first single, a 1 963 cover of
Chuck Berry's "Come O n , " paid homage to their R&B roots. Thei r second, John
Lennon and Paul McCartney's " I Wanna Be You r Man , " showed the band already
adopting a pop sensibility. M ick explained the band's view to curious fa ns in Melody
Maker.

"We have always favou red the music of what we consider the R&B g reats -
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Muddy Waters , J im my Reed and so on - and we wou ld like to think that we are
helping to give the fans of these a rtists what they want, as well as doing more
commercial numbers" (Paytress 39). This malleability would be become standard
practice for the Stones, as their style d rifted through R&B, rock and rol l , and even
d isco music over the years . Though upsetting to trad itionalists, it is worth again
pointing out that most older blues performers followed trends j ust as readily. Non
musically, Oldham's primary contribution to the band was their image. After a few
sour interviews , Old ham strived to push the band as unsavory rog ues - the
antithesis to the cheeky but wholesome Beatles - fig u ring there was no such thing
as bad publicity. Abrasive, u n kempt, u nabashed ly sexual, the Stones were
everything parents hated about rock and roll music. Upsetting parents is one of the
simplest ways to attract teenaged fans. This sort of postu ring was certa inly not new
to the b lues. Playing u p one's reputation has always been a key component of blues
performance , whether Joh nson's tale of the crossroads or Waters' "Hoochie Cooch ie
Man" bravado. Old ham simply shellacked this posturing with a veneer of pop
sensibility.

Eric Clapton

Born out of wed lock to a B ritish woman and a Canadian soldier in 1 945, Eric
Clapton was raised by his g randparents (Clapton 5). Though the topic was not
specifical ly d iscussed , Clapton fig u red out that his "Mum and Dad" were not his
proper parents . He g rew up very comfortably with his loving g randparents, but ached
over the rejection he felt from h is birth mother. From a you n g age, music was his
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coping mechanism , whether th rough his grandmother's harmon ium , Saturday
morn ing ch ildren's rad io shows , or live pub performances (Clapton 1 5-1 7).
Badgering his g ra nd parents i nto p u rchasing his first g u itar d u ring the skittle boom ,
Clapton found solace i n expressing his pain th rough m usic. He truly d iscovered his
calling as a teenager, when he first d iscovered the blues. Clapton recalls: " It's very
difficult to explain the effect the first blues record I heard had on me, except to say
that I recognized it immed iately. It was as if I were being rei ntrod u ced to someth ing
that I already knew, maybe from another, earlier life. For me there is something
prim itively soothing about this music, and it went straight to my nervous system,
making me feel ten feet tall" (33-34) . Clapton came of age at a particu larly opportune
time, as there was no shortage of kind red souls in England in the early 1 960s.
Bou ncing from Robert Joh nson to B . B . King and beyond , Clapton ravenously
absorbed every blues record he could acq u i re. He was recruited by Tom McGuiness
to play g u itar for the Roosters in 1 963 and leapt to The Yardbirds with in the year,
beginning an i l l ustrious career bound to cross several genre boundaries (Clapton
40).
Old ham's abd uction of the Stones from Gomelsky had a g reater impact than
one might i n itially imag ine. Gomelsky d id not forget this slig ht, and he jumped at the
opportunity to contract the u p-and-com ing Yardbirds - featuring a developing Eric
Clapton - when it arose . Though conceived as a bl ues ensemble, Gomelsky soon
steered the band towards a more marketable pop sound ; if he could not have the
Rolling Stones , he would scu lpt something better. Clapton recalls, "I think G iorgio
had an agenda from day one. What he had m issed out on with the Rolling Stones,
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he would make up for with the Yardbirds. He wou ld take us up a notch , make us
bigger than the Stones" (48) . Gomelsky eagerly set the band off at full speed . One of
their very first g igs was backing Sonny Boy Wi ll iamson I I , with relentless touring
following s hortly thereafter. Soon, the band members could genu inely claim to be
fu ll-time m usicians. Gomelsky d ressed the band in matching su its and had them
playing noticeably non-blues numbers. Graham Gouldman's pop tune "For You r
Love" ·was a chart topping s uccess for the Yard birds i n 1 965 , b u t this was certainly
not the sort of success Clapton was seeking . The band was essential ly a pop g roup,
and Clapton was , at that time, a steadfast traditionalist. Clapton and Gomelsky
mutually decided it m ight be best to part ways.
As it became increasingly pop-oriented , The Yardbirds' m usic reflected
noticeable changes to popular m usic. The band's live performances were g radually
getting longer; th ree-min ute songs became six-m in ute songs as improvised jam
sessions fi l led in the gaps (Clapton 49) . Pop crowds appreciated th is virtuosity,
wh ich was a d rastic shift from what one expected to hear from the average pop
ensemb le. This trend towards the virtuosic would become more and more common
d u ring the blues' late- 1 960s sh ift towards psychedelia.
Though "Fo r You r Love" was a massively successfu l single, Clapton found
h imself u nemployed and aim less. His reputation as a solid g u itarist and devotee of
"real blues" q u ickly led h i m to a position i n John Mayall's Bluesbreakers , as the
highest profile performer the band would see besides Mayal l himself. Clapton's
ten u re i n the B l uesbreakers was a time of both g rowth and frustration . The
ceaseless tou ring sched ule was an excel lent way to hone his skills, and garner an
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even more impressive reputation . "Clapton is God" g raffiti sprung u p around London
throug hout this time, causing Clapton to wonder if he might be better off as a
band leader in his own right as well as causing a fai r amount of embarrassment
(Clapton 64-65). The upcom ing release of 1 966's Blues Breakers: John Mayall with
Eric Clapton

only reinforced these thoughts . Given eq ual billing with the band leader,

it is unsurprising that Clapton's thoug hts turned rather q u ickly to founding his own
group. This timing is interesting , as Clapton's thoug hts of leaving the Bluesbreakers
as commercial success looms parallel the timing of his decision to leave the
Yardbirds j ust as "Fo r You r Love" was h itting stride. Whether he was actively
avoiding commercial success or simply chasing artistic whimsy is u n certa i n , but his
next endeavor would see commercial fame as inevitable.

Cream

By 1 966 , Clapton was tiring of h is sti nt with the Bluesbreakers . He felt he had
accomplished as m uch as he was able in the band's context, and was aching to try
something d ifferent. When d rummer Peter "Gi nger" Baker prodded him for opin ions
on creating a new g roup, Eric leapt at the opportun ity. Clapton insisted on the
inclusion of bassist Jack Bruce; he had seen the duo play together in Graham
Bond 's band , and saw no other rhythm section capable of carrying the power trio.
Baker was reluctant - both he and Bruce are known to have fiery tem pers that have
clashed on several occasions - but saw no other way to convince Clapton to
collaborate. Their goal was , essentially, to just play and see what happened . They
saw themselves as the cream of the crop of British b lues p layers - hence their
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name, Cream. Sti l l , the g roup's varied interests and p rol ific talent left them unsure of
where to actua lly beg i n . Clapton recalls: "Musically, we didn't rea l ly have a plan . I n
m y mind, when I h a d fantasized about it, I had seen myself a s B uddy G uy, head ing
a blues trio with a very good rhythm section . I didn't know how Ginger and Jack saw
it in their heads , except I ' m sure that our style would have leaned more toward jazz.
Si nce [manager Robert] Stigwood probably had no idea what we were doing , either,
it is clear that the whole project was a colossal gam ble" (Clapton 77). Given this
d i rection less start and enough time, Cream tru ly cou ld have evolved into any sort of
musical entity. The g roup had planned to keep the new band u nder wraps u ntil they
were rehearsed and ready to make the announcement. However, Baker slipped
d uring an interview with Melody Maker and annou nced the band's formation , leavi ng
Cream to face a cu rious m usic press and Clapton to face a fu rious John Mayall, to
whose band he sti l l tech n ical ly belonged . Beneath the leering eyes of the music
press, the band was forced to scramble together a performance-ready set in a
relatively short amount of time, lead ing them to initially focus heavily on blues
standards with which they were already familiar.
By the time C ream made their debut, the B ritish blues had transformed into a
wholly d ifferent entity. C ream's l ive performance style was evolving more q u ickly
than they could record studio material , leaving their albums sounding curiously old
fash ioned by the time they actually made it to market. Lyrics were becoming more
and more abstract; interesting word play and vivid images took precedence over
relatable lyrics . The come-as-you-are visuals of the earlier B ritish bl ues boom were
replaced with the flash iest and most colorfu l garb on the ma rket. By the late- 1 960s,
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psychedelia was in fu l l swi n g . There were still trad itionalists plugging away, but the
psychedelic and pop markets had swallowed the more com mercial end of the British
blues scene. While the band's debut, the 1 966 Fresh Cream, featu res a b lend of
blues standards and newly written pop numbers , their sophomore effort, 1 967's
Disraeli Gears,

shows the band mostly abandoning the blues for psychedelic rock.

When they d id perform l ive blues, songs were sign ificantly longer than the original
versions, sometimes five or six times over. "Before Crea m , Procul Harum's Gary
Booker once marvelled , ' nobody would have sat down and listened ten min utes to a
gu itar solo. N obody would even have thought of playing one. ' Now Clapton was
u n leash ing at least one every set, and the bass and d rums were not far beh ind" (D.
Thompson 3). As far as popular markets were concerned , the blues had essentially
morphed i nto a d ifferent genre.
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3.

Everybody Talkin' 'Bout a Spoonful

"Spoonfu l , " a 1 960 Willie D ixon composition based on Charley Patton's 1 929
"A Spoonful Blues , " is a fi ne example of both the blues' versatil ity and the stylistic
changes that took p lace with in the genre th roughout the m id-twentieth centu ry. Over
a thirty-year spa n , the song's core served as the foundation for a ragtime gu itar
number, an electric Chicago b lues song, and one of the most famous examples of
late-1 960s psychedelic blues. Red ucing the concept of Patton's original tune to a
brood ing E ch u g , Dixon morphed "A Spoonful Bl ues" into one of the most end u ring
songs in H owlin' Wolfs repertoire. Wolf howls Dixon's interpretation of Patton's
original lyric; whether d iamonds, gold , coffee, tea , love, or b u llets, everyone is ready
to fight over a spoonfu l of somethi ng . Though Dixon's lyrics are not q uite as g ri m as
Patton's, the forebod ing riff upon which he chooses to dwell sets the mood
admirably. Four years later, Paul Butterfield recorded a faster arrangement of the
song with his Blues Band , which was released on Elektra's What's Shakin ' electric
blues compi lation in 1 966. Blues/rock superg roup C ream followed soon thereafter
with a jam-based "Spoonfu l" based on the skeleton of Butterfield's
arrangement. With Cream's studio version clocking i n at twice the length of Wolfs
and live performances stretching out to nearly twenty m i n utes, "Spoonful" had
become a wholly d ifferent entity from Patton's ragtime g u itar number. By building on
the song's simple framework, it can be tailored to d ifferent aud iences . This g rants
performers the freedom to reinterpret the old i nto the new and ensures the song's
core remains accessible to future generations. As a well-known piece on both sides
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of the Atlantic, "Spoonful" is an excellent vehicle with which to explore the various
changes the blues u nderwent throug hout its overseas travels.

1 929

- "A Spoonful Blues"
Amongst Patton's 1 929 Paramount record ings is "A Spoonful Blues," a

comically bleak tune about the lengths a man wil l traverse to satisfy cocaine4
add iction (See Append ix A. 1 ) . I nform ing the l istener that he is "about to go to jail
about a spoonfu l , " Patton g leefu l ly runs through a series of situations stemming from
the stimu lant. There is no evidence suggesting that Patton h imself was a cocaine
addict, but it is likely that he ran across a n umber of them d u ring his travels, as the
drug had u ntil recently been legal and available. The history of popular music in the
Un ited States is one of appropriation, and Patton was not opposed to plucking
stories, melodies, and lyrics from folks he encou ntered th roug hout his travels. M usic
journalist Francis Davis writes: "To a g reater extent than any of his contemporaries ,
Patton d rew on personal experience, reshaping verses in com mon usage to his own
ends. But his lyrics were observational rather than autobiog raph ical" (97) . Patton
was both a storytel ler and m instrel. Leisure time in juke joints was rough, and
Patton's p layfu lly g ri m lyrics exaggerate this. Bar room scuffles , domestic violence,
m u rder, day-to-day madness - all about a spoonfu l :
Lookie here, baby, would you slap me ? Yes I will! Just 'bout a . . .
Baby, you know I 'm a fool 'bout my. . .
Would you kill a man ? Yes I would, you kno w I 'd kill him just 'bout a . . .

4

Though Patton 's recording was about cocaine, listeners later assumed Howl i n ' Wolf and Cream's

recordings spoke of heroin.
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Most e very man that you see is fool about his. . .
You kno w baby, I need that of'. . .
Baby, I wanna hit the judge 'bout a . . .
Baby, you gonna quit me? Yeah honey, just 'bout a . . .
It's all I want, baby, this creation is a . . .

(Patton)

Though he d rops the word from the end of most p h rases, Patton makes it
abundantly clear that this l ittle spoonfu l is the d riving force behind these
problems. He shouts through the lyrics with a chuckle, as if to recogn ize the
absurd ity of the activities he preaches . There is l ittle variety to the h ijinks he
describes, beyond the single-minded p u rsuit of that spoonfu l . Patton interrupts his
singing with spoken interjections, answering his own questions and commenting on
h is own performance. Thoug h the quality on these aged record ings is
understandably poor, h is snickers and u nder-the-breath comments give the listener
an inkling of what it m ight have been like to hear his antics in person.
While some later m usicians emu lated the cleaner vocal tones of Robert
Johnso n , Patton's rough voice was an u nden iable influence on his m usical
descendants, such as H owlin' Wolf. As evidenced by his shouts throug hout this
track, Patton's hoarse holler is used to bel lowing over noisy juke crowds. Though
volume is not an issue, Patton is often u n i ntel ligible. His frequently elided syl lables
combined with h is constant comments make it difficult to comprehend his lyrics. The
poor quality of the aged record ing bears some responsibility for this, but Patton's
d iction is poor throughout his better-preserved record ings as wel l . There is no
ind ication whether this is i ncidental or stylistic, but it is l ikely that many words would
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have been lost in the juke environment anyways . The record ing process was
assumedly not an artistic endeavor for most 1 920s bluesmen so m uch as a meal
ticket, so it is unlikely that Patton would have layered extraord inary amounts of
finesse over his typical holler. Even though the listener cannot u nderstand all of his
words, this record ing relays Patton's enth usiasm and showmanship admirably.
"A Spoonfu l Blues" follows a Vl- 1 17-V-I progression in E major. Patton
displays his mastery of the common Delta bl ues tech nique of playing a bass line on
the lower strings while p laying melod ies and fills on the upper. His bottleneck slide
g lides between chords with somewhat i rreg ular rhythm and constant passing notes,
coinciding with the chaotic natu re of the subject matter. The song featu res a cheerfu l
ragtime feel that is indicative of Patton's tendency to keep a d iverse repertoi re.
Really, thoug h , it can be easy to overth ink Patton's intentions for this tune. Most
likely, his intentions consisted primarily of getting folks onto the dance floor. The
Delta blues were not taken "seriously" u ntil some time later; at the time, this
record ing wou ld have been more su ited to a jukebox than academic d issection. As a
jukebox tune, it certai n ly has the groove to keep listeners dancing. Thoug h not
necessarily the sound that jumps to mind when one th inks of the Delta blues, this
sort of number d isplays the variety of songs one m ight have heard in a juke joint.

1 960

-

"Spoonful"

Willie Dixon's rearrangement of "A Spoonful Bl ues" was the first of many
blues classics H owlin' Wolf recorded in J u ne of 1 960 (Seg rest and Hoffman 1 681 69) (See Appendix A.2) . Beyond the title , however, Dixon's rend ition shares few
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traits with Patton's ragtime song . Stripping the title down to a simple "Spoonfu l , "
Dixon d isplays h i s u nderstanding of the "less is more" pop sensibility. The transition
from one musician to a ful l band is striking , as the burden of filling sonic space does
not fall upon any one ind ividual. No one member of the backing band stands out in
the mix; each musician tastefu lly blends into the ensemble. A relentless E7 chord
with a major third replaces the ragtime g u itar, with a m i nor th ird creeping in d u ring
the chorus. The main riff is simplistic, but the sheer n um ber of fil ls and frills in the
instrumentation flesh out the arrangement. Rather than showboat, each m usician
works toward form ing a cohesive whole. Dixon h imself plays the bass line, wh ile
Fred Below keeps a steady sh uffle on the d rums. Fredd ie Robinson and H ubert
Sumlin, Wolf's oft right-hand man, supply g uitars wh ile Otis Spann completes the
ensemble with d riving piano (Segrest and Hoffman 368-370) .
To be fair, this is Wolfs band , and one can assume he insisted on being the
center of attention. Nevertheless, the other performers manage to sq ueeze a fair
amount of expression into the short gaps between verses. Even i n the opening
measures of the song , S u m l i n makes bold statements about the g rim tu rns the song
might take: "He holds the bend just below B natural and lets the note sustain for
around five beats. A classic opening gambit: it says you're serious. By 'worrying' the
tri-tone . . . you are immediately stating dark intent" (Blake) . By stressing the tritone
before Wolf even enters , Sumlin h i nts that the song m ight not be as upbeat as the
open ing lyrics s uggest. Though th is sort of nuance m ight seem m inor, it contributes
greatly to the overall mood of the piece. The general contou r of the melody
reinforces this initial mood . Wh i le the melody of "A Spoonfu l Blues" features a step
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upwards in the th i rd ph rase to l ighten the mood , Dixon's melody descends
relentlessly. Wolf moves up a minor th i rd for the refra i n , but his vocal melody
otherwise continually sinks. Even though Patton used far darker lyrics , Dixon's
melody is far less lighthearted than Patton's.
One can not d iscuss a H owlin' Wolf record ing without emphasizing the
remarkable power of his voice. Wolf's howl is u n m istakable; while he is often
im itated , no one q u ite m atches h is tenacious g rowl . Given the amount of time he
spent hollering over boisterous juke joints in his you nger days , the strength of his
voice is unsurprising. N ot known for his melod ies so m uch as his tone, Wolf was a
vocal force to be reckoned with . "He was less a singer in the conventional sense
than an indom itable force of natu re. He d idn't so much sing as cackle with
malevolent g lee, and as gargantuan as he was , . . . on listening to him on record you
think of him as somehow even bigger - Godzi lla about to stom p Tokyo, because it
was in his nature and because it wou ld be fun" (Davis 1 93). Wolf's voice is every bit
as intim idating as his physical presence , yet it remains appealing. H is tone is roug h ,
b u t not g rating . He h a s t h e instincts to know when to take his vocals down a notch
and when to roa r. "Spoonful" d isplays a more reserved Wolf than one m ight expect.
Despite its dark lyrical turns, "Spoonfu l " is a much more tender song than other
numbers intended to get dancers on their feet.
Dixon opts to util ize less harsh lyrics than Patton . Potential allusions to d rugs
remain present, b ut the true focus falls on the notion that everyone is wi lling to fight
for a spoonfu l of someth ing. D ixon explains: "The idea of 'Spoonfu l ' was that it
doesn't take a large quantity of anyth ing to be good . If you have a l ittle money when
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you need it, you ' re right there i n the right spot, that'll buy you a whole lot. . . But after
you write these songs, people who have bad minds, their m inds will tel l them what
they want to believe . . . People who th ink 'Spoonfu l' was about heroin are mostly
people with heroin ideas" ( 1 48). Instead of emphasizing the verbs, Dixon fixates on
the nouns - most prominently, love. This change symbolizes a change of aud ience ;
Wolfs Chicago audiences were presumably more refined than Patton's, and
adjusting the emphasis away from d rug references better su ited this set of listeners .
Moreover, love songs are typically amongst the most com mercially viable. D ixon
knows how to write a successful pop song , and choosing relatable subject matter is
one of the most important phases of the process. Of the various spoonfu ls Wolf lists,
love is the o n ly thing that truly satisfies :
It could be a spoonful of diamonds
Could be a spoonful of gold
Just a little spoon of your precious love
Satisfy my soul

Men lied about a little . . .
Some of them cried about a little . . .
Some of them died about a little spoon . . .
Everything fightin ' about a spoonful
That spoon, that spoon, that. . .

It could be a spoonful of coffee
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Could be a spoonful of tea
But a little spoon of your precious love
Good enough for me

(Wolf, His Best)

Like Patton , Wolf d rops the word "spoonfu l" from the end of many sentences. His
voice bleeds naturally i nto the ensemb le, allowing Robinson to fi n ish his sentences
with g u itar embellishments and creati ng a call and response pattern between voice
and instrument. D ixon sti ll remarks about actions resu lting from that spoonfu l , but
pays closer attention to the spoonfu l's contents. As mentioned above, th is rend ition
puts the heaviest weight on love. Whether d iamonds, gold , coffee, or tea, love
tru mps them all. From the outset, D ixon's lyrics are far less brutal than Patton's. The
song remains optim istic about things worth fig hti ng for, and the general fighting is
less severe than i n Patton's version. H is fi nal verse, however, takes a decided ly
nasty turn :
It could be a spoonful of water
Saved me from the desert sand
But one spoon of them forty-five
Saved you from another man

(Wolf, His Best)

Love still trumps a l l , but it can also turn one to a spoonful of bul lets to maintain it.
Traces of the orig inal versions' message remain: good things can d rive people to
comm it bad actions. This twist is shocking , because the p rior verses are relatively
sentimenta l . With a few lyrical changes, the tune could have been a haunting love
song , but D ixon chose to instead remain realistic. In a rough world , one has to
accept the bad with the good .
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1 969

-

Willie Dixon's "Spoonful"

D ixon h imself recorded a version of "Spoonful" for his 1 969 I am the Blues,
which mig ht be closer to his original vision of the song (See Appendix A.3). Dixon
steps in as singer and reprises his role as bassist, h ustl ing the song along at a
speed ier pace with the aid of Clifton James' d rumming. For this version , Dixon sh ifts
the song up to G m inor, and the main riff is traded between the band mem bers.
Dixon is better known as an arranger than as a front man, so it is hard ly surprising
that his arrangement emphasizes instrumental solos over the vocal melody. Gu itarist
Joh n ny Sh ines actua lly "sings" a verse on his g u itar, which contrasts d rastically with
Sumlin's fifteen seconds. This leads i nto Sunnyland Slim's rolling piano solo, which
lasts nearly a m i nute . U ltimately, these relaxed solos lend a less weig hty mood to
the song ; rather than Wolfs howling about love and violence, the listener is treated
to instrumental explorations of the melody. Dixon is clearly in no rush to speed
throug h the song , as the piece lasts nearly twice as long as Dixon's arrangement for
Wolf. This cou ld very wel l be an example of a musician chang i ng h is style with the
times , since, by the late 1 960s, many bl ues fans were i nterested in instrumental
vi rtuosity over lyrics . Dixon likely su rrou nded h imself with seasoned , easily
coord inated studio p layers for the I am the Blues sessions. This allowed for a more
polished prod uct than was possible when working with a less techn ically proficient
performer, such as Wolf.
The p reviously referenced set of lyrics is typically utilized in cover record ings,
but m ight not necessarily represent what Dixon had orig inally written . Ron Malo, a
record ing engi neer for Chess Records, recalls : " . . . Willie wou ld have to yell in [Wolfs]
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ear the next lyric line on a new son g . Wolf didn't know how to count so he didn't
know when to come i n . Wolf was a natural singer and performer but he learned
things one way and that was it. He had to learn and memorize it and if we changed
the i ntrod uction from what Wolf learned , he'd be completely lost and Willie would
have to cue him in" (Segrest and Hoffman 1 74) . As such , it is l ikely that the lyrics
Wolf got on tape are not exactly what D ixon had in m in d . Dixon p rog resses from the
"coffee" verse to the "water" verse, and closes with a variation on the "coffee" verse.
This change sacrifices some of the song's textual build . In Wolf's record ing, the fi rst
two verses are rather sweet, and the th ird then exposes the dark side to that
sweetness. Though it is not certain whether this was the orig inal verse order Dixon
had intended for Wolf, Dixon's record i ng is certainly less lyrically poignant than
Wolfs.

1 964

-

Paul Butterfield's "Spoonful"

I n 1 964, The Paul B utterfield Blues Band recorded an up-tempo blues-rock
version of "Spoonfu l " for their debut album (See Append ix A.4) . This material was
not released as intended, and the track did not surface until appearing on Elektra's
1 966 What's Shakin ' com pilation . The song never made the cut for a proper
Butterfield albu m , but its placement alongside music featu ri ng an up-and-coming
Eric Clapton shows Elektra's belief that it had potential for popular appeal. Thoug h
this record ing is not wel l known in and of itself, it bears mention ing as the skeleton
upon which Cream b ui lt their sprawling rend itions of the song . Butterfield's band is
generally regarded as a trad itionalist Ch icago b lues outfit, but th is track d isplays the
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popular blues' mid-1 960s d rift towards bl ues-rock sounds. It is curious that
Butterfield opted to not p lay harmon ica on this track, as he is regarded one of the
better-known bl ues-rock harp players of the 1 960s. This is likely d ue in part to the
fact that the band had not q u ite found "their sound" at the time of the track's
recording. As such , their record i ng of "Spoonfu l" is not especially i nd icative of the
style for which the band was eventually known .
The song is ostensibly recog nizable a s Wolf's "Spoonful", b u t the changes in
instrumentation and tone lend it a rock and rol l mood . Butterfield's band transforms
"Spoonfu l" into an uptem po shuffle in A minor d riven by a piercing bass riff. This riff,
based on the "that spoon, that spoon, that spoonfu l" refrai n , runs contin uously
throughout the song . This removes the major th i rd that Sumlin sprinkled throughout
h is solos , and ensures that the l istener can recall the riff long after the song has
finished p laying. The song's structure is otherwise stripped down , with l ittle variation
between verses . Butterfield's vocals border on rock and roll wails, but he generally
sticks to the lyrical p rogression used by Wolf. He too d rops the word "spoonful" from
the ends of most p h rases, allowing M i ke Bloomfield to insinuate its presence with a
gu itar l ick. Furthermore, Bloomfield's gu itar riffs respond to Butterfield 's vocals,
recalling the call and response pattern of Wolf's record ing. As soon as the first
refrain h its, the lyrics are startlingly d ifferent:
I'm just wild about that . . .
I'm just crazy about that . . .
I'm just wild about that . . .
Everybody ta/kin ' about . . .

(Butterfield)
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These new lyrics further sig n ify the blues' change in aud ience d u ri ng the m id-1 960s .
Though psychedelic influences had not yet seeped into the blues scene, rock and
roll exclamations clearly have. Dixon's orig inal lyrics concern i ng lying and death
retu rn for the second chorus, so this change was clearly not an issue of censorship.
More likely, Butterfield was appealing to you nger aud iences with the sorts of lyrics
one might find in a typ ical 1 960s pop song.

Cream - From the Studio to the Stage

"Spoonful" was amongst the earliest bl ues covers in C ream's repertoi re. The
tune was a fam i l iar one to the th ree blues devotees, and it qu ickly became a staple
of the band's performances as they hastily strugg led to piece together a live set list.
As the band began perfo rm ing before rehearsing enough material to fill a typical set,
they developed their d rawn-out, jam-based style i n part to fi l l time. British bluesmen,
especially those with jazz backg rounds, were already extending improvisatory
breakdowns, and the necessity to fil l stage time led Cream to do so even more.
Furthermore, the band was hoping to break away from the trad itionalist blues scene
wh ile still honoring their bl ues roots . Bruce comments: "At that time, bands l ike
Mayall . . . were trying to recreate the sounds of Ch icago blues . Doing that was
completely valid , b ut it was something I didn't want to do. Those original blues
records had been done so well, which meant you cou ld only ever be second
best. But, if you treated those songs with a g reat deal of love and respect, you could
remake them into you r own" (D. Thompson 1 47- 1 48). This notion was common
amongst B ritish b lues enthusiasts by the late 1 960s. Many of the m usicians - the
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members of C ream included - who had performed u nder the tutelage of Mayall,
Korner, Davies and Barber chose to update their trad itionalist sounds i n hopes of
generating someth ing new.
In the short six years since Howl in' Wolf's "Spoonfu l , " changes in music
tech nology had become increasingly noticeable. Gu itarists began to stretch g u itar
textu res fu rther and fu rther as the decade progressed , incorporati ng tech n iques
such as d istortion into their repertoires. The presence of more accessible stud io
overd u bbing made a remarkable d ifference, as bands were able to layer more
instruments i nto the record ing than they could physically p lay l ive (such as B ruce's
harmon ica here). While this tech nology existed when Wolf was record ing h is
rendition of the song, it is unlikely that the record labels would have been willing to
spend the extra money and time on record ing the song over and over. One must
wonder how these earlier record ings mig ht have pan ned out if Wolf had a fu lly
recorded backing track to practice with instead of having to record his vocals l ive
with the band . Post-Beatlemania, many establ ished rock g roups became
increasingly indu lgent with their studio time, al lowing for experimentation .
It is fortunate that C ream recorded "Spoonfu l" both i n the studio and live, if
only for the d rastic d ifferences between the two performances. The primary
similarities between the tracks are the main riff and lyrics . Lyrically, C ream's
record ings of "Spoonful" uti lize the lyric set from Wolf's record ing with minor d ialect
changes. Though it m ight seem trivial, Jack B ruce often com pletes his sentences
with the word "spoonfu l , " generally mirrored by Clapton's g u itar. This was likely just
an artistic decision, though the change also has some commercial merit in the hook-
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laden world of popular m usic. Like Dixo n , Cream's focus is on the instrumentation
more than the lyrics ; the l ive Wheels of Fire record ing, which clocks in just u nder
seventeen m i n utes, seems to include the lyrics as a formality. As it is rare to see a
wholly instrumental number in the pop scene, to which Cream now belonged
whether they wanted or not, this formality was likely a necessity.

1 966

-

Fresh Cream

Cream's Fresh Cream record ing of "Spoonfu l" stands as a fine example of
musicians building upon earlier works (See Appendix A.5). Combining the laid-back
chug of Wolf's record ing with some of the rock sensibility of B utterfield's, the band
creates something that remarkably fits both molds. Cream's small size naturally
restricts the arrangement; even with stud io overd ubs, most of their early material
could be performed for a l ive aud ience . Bruce's harmon ica and bass reprise the
refra in-based riff from B utterfield 's record ing, with embellishments from Clapton's
g u itar. Bruce does not try to im itate Wolf's howls; he rel ies, as usual, on h is clean ,
former-choirboy tone to carry throug h the song . I n contrast to the over the top
performances for which he is known , Baker remains noticeably reserved with his
d rums throug hout the first half of the song . G iven Cream's desire to break away from
strictly trad itional blues, the general reserve d isplayed throug hout this recording is
surprisin g . This record ing is marked ly more traditional than Butterfield 's, but stil l
updates the song for newer audiences.
Over twice the length of Howling Wolf's recording, Cream's version escalates
from a fairly standard cover to a short jam on the song's main riff. This section,
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running from approximately 2 : 1 6 to 3 : 5 1 , allows the band to showcase their
improvisational jazz influences. Post-solos, the familiar riff returns and B ruce's
vocals take on a frenzied tone. The riff slowly fades u ntil the last twenty seconds of
the recording, where the whole band again goes all-out for a gigantic finish. Beyond
their jazz roots , this section d isplays developments in popular m usic trends.
Clapton's popular success was certainly not neg l ig ib le by this time, and some
amount of rock and roll showboating was necessary to please aud iences. These
sections fit together n icely and the song d isplays a natu ral bu ild and decline. While
portions of the piece a re reinvented , a listener fam i l iar with Howlin' Wolfs original will
read ily recogn ize the piece as an homage. Without straying too far from its sou rce
material, this song clean ly represents the "someth ing new from something old"
mental ity of the tail end of the B ritish bl ues boom.
The meat of C ream's innovation comes into play d u ring the solo section of the
song . At 2: 1 6 , Clapton veers into a g u itar solo lasting nearly two m i n utes . He favors
h is single-string style of soloing , similar to his fills d u ring the verses . B ruce
concu rrently solos on his bass while Baker seals the gaps with d rum fills. As the
song prog resses , the instrumental fills become more complex and stray further from
the orig inal g roove of the song . Bruce's harmonica, hold ing a tonal center, is soon
the primary tether to the starting point. The bass retu rns to the fam i l iar riff around
3:46 and the rest of the band snaps into place, resum ing the "Spoonful" with wh ich
we are fam iliar. After one more verse, the song winds down in a typical rock and roll
fashion . Though the two m i nutes of improvisation are sign ificantly more extravagant
than Sumlin's short solo, they are not ind icative of the lengths to which Cream would
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push this envelope d u ring their live shows ; th is virtuosity was not commercially
documented u ntil their 1 968 Wheels of Fire.

1 968

-

Wheels of Fire

As C ream is a th ree-piece outfit, the lack of studio overd u bs lends their live
Wheels of Fire

record ing of "Spoonfu l " a d rastically d ifferent feel from their stud io

endeavor (See Appendix A.6). Notably missing is B ruce's harmonica, which shifts
the duty of carrying the riff to Clapton's g u itar. Even so, the riff d rops in and out of
the song as it progresses. By this point in the band's career, Cream was primarily
known for their improvisatory jam sessions, lessening the need for catchy hooks.
Besides the red uction to a g u itar, bass , d rums, and vocals line-up, the open ing
section is very similar to their studio recording. Once the solo section beg ins around
2 :40, however, the similarity ends. The absence of harmon ica is especially
noticeable d u ring th is section ; Bruce and Clapton seemi ngly take turns stressing the
E to keep the solos rooted . Bruce begins to stray around 4: 1 0, as both g u itarists
flashily tease their way around the key. By 6:50, both g u itars a re wailing away, and
Baker's d rumming becomes increasingly frenetic. The build to the main riff's
homecom ing that beg ins around 8 : 04 shows the band red iscovering their focal point.
Over the next five m i n utes, the band slowly gam bols towards the familiar riff. Their
playing becomes much more subdued , and the listener can sense that there is a
common goal shared between the m usicians. The return of the main riff at 1 3 : 3 1
brings the listener home after a long jou rney through the u n known . The aud ience
applauds, and the listener is rem inded of the melody with which they began. This is
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an interesting moment, as it tru ly exemplifies how far a song can be stretched
without becom ing something else entirely. From here, the track winds down much as
in the stud io recording, leaving the aud ience to their wild applause.
This record ing is more ind icative of Cream's l ive performance style than the
Fresh Cream

studio track. Though Cream's live performances were no doubt

fascinating to behold, some of the flair is lost in translation to audio recording. One
can not help but visualize the m usicians feed ing off of the energy of his compatriots.
Regard less , the lengthy virtuosity found in this record ing clearly shows that the bl ues
emerged from its trip to England a d rastically changed gen re. The days of mimicry
were done, replaced by d ays of experimentation. This experimentation was possible
d ue to the song's very loose structure; so long as the hook remained present, the
song was recog n izable as Dixon's. This idea was a constant across many British
blues cover record i ngs of the late- 1 960s. For example, Cream's Wheels of Fire
record ing of "Crossroads" latches onto a single Robert Johnson hook and bu ilds an
entire rock song around it. Though the end resu lt does not particularly sound l ike
Robert Johnson, the song is clearly an homage to him. As the 1 970s rol led around ,
bands such as Led Zeppelin took this form u la a step further, churn i ng out d rastically
revised rend itions of b lues classics, just as Wi llie Dixon had done in the 1 950s and
1 960s .

1 969

-

The Howlin' Wolf Album

Primari ly worth mentioning as a cu riosity, 1 969's The Howlin ' Wolf Album
featu red a psychedelic record ing of "Spoonfu l" (See Appendix A 7). The cover of the
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album d isplays plain black text on a wh ite background , read ing "Th is is Howlin'
Wolfs new album. He doesn't like it. He d idn't like his electric g u itar at first either"
(Wolf, The Howlin ' Wolf Album) . Based on Wolf's reaction, one can guess how the
record ing turned out. At best, Wolf sounds hesitant. Though Wolf's voice has not lost
any of its raw fire, there is very little inflection or emotion to be found . As the
record ing was essential ly a prod uct without any real emotional investment, listening
to it is essentially an exercise in hearing a performer go th rough the motions for a
paycheck. The i nstrumentation works well enough for what it is, though the harsher
instrument tones cause the song's repetitious natu re to stand out. Instead of the
now-familiar riff, a fuzzy g u itar hammers an E, scrambling down an octave at the end
of each p h rase. This new riff plays throug hout, wh i le d istorted g u itars with wah-wah
effects wail in the backg round . Utilizing psychedelic g u itar tones j ust for the sake of it
instead of for m aking any sort of musical statement, the track stumbles through fou r
min utes of repetitio n . Though Wolf's ind ifferent yowls are not enough to hold the
track together, it is i nteresting to see things circle around and hear the teacher
become the u nwilling student. Regard less , th is record ing shows record labels
acknowledg i ng the popularity of the psychedelic blues; it also d isplays the
resurgence of i nterest in the previous generation of bluesmen towards the end of the
decade.

Legacy

Despite, or perhaps because of, its simplicity, "Spoonfu l" has remained an
ubiq uitous standard throug hout the blues' many travels . It has fou nd a home in the
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repertoires of cou ntless performers , each of whom can tai lor the p iece to suit their
given styles thanks to the song's barebones structu re. Even today, the song is
featu red in the repertoi res of modern rock and rol l artists, from the i n d ie rock Stone
Foxes to lo-fi blues-punk artist Scott H . Biram. Though every iteration is not
necessarily a successfu l experiment, the very fact that such i n novation is possible is
testament to the song's versatil ity.
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Conclusion

As one of few u n iq uely American musical styles , the blues shaped popular
music worldwide throug h its contributions to most pop u la r styles that followed its
wake. This essay treads one of many paths the blues strode d u ring the early half of
the twentieth centu ry, but one could easily trace several trajectories from ru ral areas
to u rban centers , overseas and back. Though the migration of the blues from the
Mississippi Delta to C hicago was an organic and expected p rogression , the bl ues'
travels to Eng land were far more curious. Timing played a major role in this
development; American records trickled into the county just as postwar youths were
struggling for creative outlets. This happy coincidence led countless ind ivid uals from
marked ly d ifferent social and economic backgrounds to p u rsue an art form in itially
honed by poor, rural farmers . These youths opted to play the blues with vag ue
hopes of escaping a lifetime of factory work, m uch as their musical ancestors had
sought to avoid farm work. More real istically, they harbored hopes of impressing
their girlfriends and an noying their parents . Thoug h d rastically d ifferent cultures,
each nourished the blues in d ifferent ways .
These changes in locale g rad ually sh ifted the way in which the average
bl uesman fun ctioned . Roug h lives as migrant farmers prepared early bluesmen to
approach their m usic as work. The m usicians of the Delta , and hence the musicians
of Ch icago, developed facets of the bl ues as survival tactics . To compete against
rival m usicians, these performers had to be larger than life and able to hold the
attention of rowdy, potentially dangerous crowds. Later m usicians embraced the
louder sounds and physical shenanigans popularized d u ring this time, especially as
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rock a n d roll m usic stepped i nto the limelight. Bluesmen carried these performance
ideals into Chicago, and th roug h this spirit of rivalry, the performance standards and
general musicianship of these performers increased . With a prol ific songwriter such
as Willie Dixon provid ing competing band leaders with material , it is unsurprising that
this period saw such a boom of creative g rowth. The earliest British bluesme n ,
however, d id n ot face th is struggle. Though bands would com pete for attention, most
early British performers were not trying to make a living with their m usic and were
often perform i ng for one another. They were able to develop the blues as a hobby or
as art, since most of the performers' paychecks d id not rely on its marketability. As
such , there was no real impetus to follow popu lar trends. This enabled the in itial
trad itionalists to adhere to their preconceived notions of what the blues
encompassed , and allowed later performers to build upon this framework once the
influence of rock and roll enveloped the British blues scene.
The blues are a n incred ibly young m usical style , yet the genre has seen
cou ntless evolutions and permutations over the past century. This flu id ity has
allowed the bl ues to endure s h ifting tastes and trends as well as the inclusion of
increasingly complex music tech nology. The common bl ues practice of appropriating
the material of one's p redecessors has kept the music accessible to new aud iences .
"A Spoonfu l Bl ues" likely would not have found much popular success amongst
1 960s British aud iences , but the song's core led to one of the most memorable
tunes of the British blues boom. By updating old ideas, b lues standards constantly
evolve and develop. In this particu lar case, we witnessed D ixon stream l ine a chaotic
juke joint ragtime dance n um ber into a straightforward riff-based b lues-rock song . I n
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turn , the Pau l Butterfield B lues Band and Cream developed "Spoonful" into one of
the best examples of 1 960s psychedelic extravagance. The blues' inherent simplicity
allows for this limitless variation and creative expansion . Though this convention of
appropriation has likely stalled in the days of cou ntless music copyrig ht lawsuits , it is
u ndoubtedly one of the bu ilding blocks of modern Western popular music. From rock
and roll to h ip-hop, creative debts are owed to the m instrels that wandered from juke
to juke.
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